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Abstract

This whitepaper reframes the AI diversity pipeline to address
persistent structural imbalances and achieve sustainable prac-
tices that support social justice, scientific, and technological
advancements.

Recent statistics on the representation of historically
underrepresented minority (URM) populations within the
field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) reveal extreme dispari-
ties (Shoham et al. 2018). Though one observes dispari-
ties across all STEM fields, scholars highlight the AI case
as particularly alarming given the rate and breadth at which
AI technologies are adopted within society and the potential
for AI technologies to replicate historical biases (Brundage
et al. 2018; West, Whittaker, and Crawford 2019). Often,
these reports focus on workforce implications, evoking the
primacy of the school-to-professional pipeline to address
disparities over time (Allen-Ramdial and Campbell 2014).

This paper offers a critical discussion of the AI diversity
pipeline, highlighting existing approaches to fostering in-
clusivity, and articulating points of tension that may hinder
sustainability and wider participation. Reframing how the
AI pipeline functions is essential to achieving substantive,
durable practices that support social justice, scientific, and
technological advancements. We look to current higher edu-
cational research on learning, fairness, and inclusivity within
STEM fields to discuss how broadscale representation can
be balanced with the technical and bottomline priorities of
AI development and deployment. At the heart is the need
to identify the causes and intersecting effects of structural
racism on AI as a field and as a community. One aim is to
reconcile existing representational imbalances of URM pop-
ulations with some of the critical discussions on the potential
detrimental effects of AI tools and processes that may ex-
acerbate racial and ethnic inequalities, unleash models with
opaque processes, and create new forms of disparate impact.

An overview of existing AI diversity pipeline initiatives
reveal interventions that

• are linear. Such interventions offer a small set of entry
points, typically at the undergraduate or high school lev-
els. They privilege a model based on professional de-
velopment, positing that earlier and broader exposure
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to AI will increase underrepresented populations within
the workforce. While logical, such processes tend to be
leaky, excluding participants due to the limited number
of pathways or disengaging members if they pursue non-
hierarchical or delayed trajectories. (Scott et al. 2018);

• do not recognize holistically the perspectives of the URM
member traversing AI. Existing initiatives offer technical
training and professional overviews, but often fail to rec-
ognize the importance of inclusive cohort building and so-
cial identity development. These interventions may also
not connect to issues of inclusion in post-educational en-
vironments;

• may target students from Minority Serving Institutions
(MSIs), but do not account for complex challenges and
disproportionate inequities observed at these institutions.
Relatedly, recruitment efforts of URM faculty and staff
may not acknowledge the plethora of commitments that
mark their academic and professional lives; and

• may inadvertently replicate existing inequalities by resist-
ing explicit discussion of race, gender, and intersectional
identities.

Recently, McGee (McGee 2020) examines structural
racial inequities within STEM higher education, positing
that most diversity programs do not make sustained impact
due to a lack of dialogue on structural racism and its effects.
McGee argues for an in depth look at how historical exclu-
sionary practices within STEM linger to the present time,
and what links exist to scientific knowledge and education.
The advanced pace at which AI is developing marks an ur-
gent need to build better pathways that recognize the per-
sistent and oft latent impacts of historical practices. Within
ethical AI and related research, scholars have begun to ref-
erence the need for inclusion within AI, but focus on gen-
eral topics like justice and fairness, transparency, profes-
sional responsibility, and promotion of human values (Fjeld
et al. 2020; Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019). Racial and
identity-based equality is referenced, though in the context
of marginalized identities as a singular group.

The AI diversity pipeline should take into account more
contextual realities of URM learners and scholars, and in-
corporate existing best practices about STEM education
pipelines that value various levels of mentorship, curricu-
lar and co-curricular supports, and professional training. The
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pipeline must be specific to AI as an interdisciplinary, emer-
gent, and multivalent field, and therefore look to a diverse
set of participants who impact and are impacted by AI. A
new AI diversity pipeline, therefore, should

• take place within an ethical framework dedicated to social
justice within AI education, technical development, and
professional practices. There should be a concerted effort
to tie diversity initiatives to the ethical systemic change in
AI curriculum development and evaluation;

• allow for multiple entry points at varying levels of techni-
cal preparation;

• offer more meaningful joint participatory initiatives be-
tween MSI institutions and majority-serving institutions
and corporations;

• take into consideration structural imbalances that happen
at the institutional level, particularly for partnerships be-
tween different institutional types;

• leverage current learning science research that is perspec-
tival and contextual;

• dig deeper into the educational pipeline by building strong
connections at the pre-secondary school level. Looking
beyond undergraduate and even secondary education rec-
ognizes the value of early interventions as younger learn-
ers are developing their sense of selves and basic concep-
tual knowledge;

• include stakeholders at individual, department, insti-
tutional, and corporate levels, adding diverse disci-
plinary and role-based representation. Incorporating cur-
rent stakeholder theory (Jones, Wicks, and Freeman
2017) is important to ground ethical value creation,
though there need to be AI-specific models; and

• connect explicitly to research developments, which
should in turn address diversity implications.

Current higher education scholarship calls for an acknowl-
edgement of the role that systemic racism plays in disparities
during and beyond the educational experience. Within the
AI space, this acknowledgement would naturally lead to cri-
tiquing the meritocracy perspective that privileges technical
expertise. This would also reposition AI research to intro-
duce ethical implications more systematically in the quest to
advance system or model accuracy, speed, and capacity.

Creating a successful AI diversity pipeline extends be-
yond recruiting URM members to populate our professional
ranks and pulls together diverse stakeholders with a vested
interest in making AI more inclusive. A sustainable model
makes a place for social identity, and offers holistic expe-
riences that resist the model of participants learning to fit
within the existing mold of the AI professional or researcher
or student.
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